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Abstract
Background: Emotional distress is common among illicit drug users, and it can negatively affect treatment
outcomes and increase the risk of relapse. Nonetheless, instruments that properly measure emotional distress are
lacking. Therefore, this study investigated the factor structure of the Arabic Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21
(DASS-21) in that population.
Methods: The DASS-21 and the Self-stigma of Alcohol Dependence Scale (SSAD) were completed by 149 inpatient
Egyptian drug users. The DASS-21 was examined using exploratory factor analysis, partial confirmatory factor
analysis, and parallel analysis. For validation testing, correlations between stigma scores and DASS scores were
computed.
Results: A one-factor solution provided the best fit to the DASS-21 data. Four items with low loadings were
removed. The resulting DASS-17 was also unidimensional, and its reliability was high (0.88). On the validation tests,
the DASS scores correlated with the stigma scores as hypothesized.
Conclusion: Subscales of the Arabic version of the DASS-21 do not differentiate between depression and anxiety. A
modified 17-item version (the DASS-17) was suitable for measuring overall distress, and the results of convergent
validation testing indicated that it was superior to the DASS-21.
Keywords: DASS-21, Factor analysis, Validation, Drug related disorders, Parallel analysis

Background
Depressive and anxiety disorders are common worldwide, affecting, respectively, 322 million and 264 million,
equivalent to 4.4% and 3.6% of the world’s population
[1]. The prevalence of depressive and anxiety symptoms
and their concurrence is even higher ranging from 9.3%
to 27.2% [2–4]. Low- and lower-middle income countries witness the highest prevalence where poverty and
economic pressure prevail [5]. Depression and anxiety
are associated with several social and physical problems
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such as disturbed family relations, high suicidality (more
than 800,000 per year), poor academic performance, and
use of illicit drugs [1–4, 6, 7].
More than three quarters of drug users have symptoms of depression and anxiety (Moody, Franck, &
Bicke, 2016); the severity of symptoms varies between
those in long-term residential treatment and those in
outpatient treatment [8]. Their psychological distress is
associated with low abstinence self-efficacy, craving,
treatment failure, relapse, and continued use [9, 10], but
the frequency of drug use decreases when negative emotions decline during treatment [11]. Therefore, measuring emotional negativity in people with substance use
disorders is essential to evaluate and improve treatment
outcomes and possibly prevent relapse [12].
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Although a large number of scales that measure anxiety and/or depression exists, these measures fail to differentiate between both constructs [13]. The Depression
Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS) is a 42-item tool for assessing the discrete features of depression, anxiety, and
stress [14]. The aim of its development was to reduce
the measurement overlap between depression and anxiety that threatens the purity of standalone measures of
depression or anxiety [15]. Its 3-factor structure ideally
matches the tripartite classification of depression and
anxiety symptoms: non-specific symptoms of general
distress, anhedonia/low positive affect specific to depression, and somatic arousal specific to anxiety [16]. Because the short version (DASS-21) is relatively easy to
administer, it has been broadly used for research and
clinical purposes in various groups and settings [15, 17,
18]—including people with substance use disorders [19].
Psychometric properties of the full version are wellestablished [14, 20]. However, for the DASS-21 several
studies reported inconsistent findings in different cultural contexts (including English speaking ones where it
was originally developed) and via various quality assessment techniques [5, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21–28]. Similarly, examinations of scalability and item functioning indicate
that the Arabic version of the DASS-21 contains some
problematic items with regard to discrimination, level of
difficulty, and invariance across different groups [26, 29].
Meanwhile, the factor analysis of the Arabic DASS-21
has not been examined neither remedial actions were
carried out to address erroneous items. Therefore, the
current study aims to report the results of factor analysis, reliability testing, and convergent validation testing
of the Arabic DASS-21.
Convergent or construct validity examines whether constructs that should be related are related [30]. Deriving
from previous reports which indicate that self-stigma—
negative self-views: awareness of stereotypes (negative
public attitudes toward substance users), personal agreement with public stereotypes, self-occurrence (application
of negative public attitudes to self), and shame (loss of
self-esteem because of flawed self-evaluations) [31]—lead
to unpleasant emotions [32], bivariate correlation between
the DASS-21 and Self-Stigma in Alcohol Dependence
Scale was used to test convergent validity (described in details latter in the Methods) [30]. Specifically, we hypothesized that scores on the stigma subscales measuring
awareness of public stereotypes and agreement to them
would be only weakly correlated with the DASS-21 score,
because awareness of public stereotypes and agreement to
them reflect knowledge and cognitive processes rather
than emotions. In contrast, we hypothesized that scores
on the stigma subscales measuring stereotype self-occurrence and drug-related shame (which reflect affective aspects of stigma that are more related to psychological
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symptoms) would positively correlate with scores on the
DASS-21.

Methods
Participants

This study recruited people who were being treated for
substance use disorders and were inpatients at a government psychiatric hospital in Alexandria, Egypt. Eligible
patients were included if they could read and write, were
free from severe mental disorders (e.g., schizophrenia,
suicidal ideation), and gave written informed consent. Of
420 inpatients, 51.2% were eligible to participate, but
only 35.5% took part in the study. The sample comprised
149 participants (95.3% men, mean age = 32.5 years, SD =
6.8 years, age range: 19–60 years). Heroin, synthetic
drugs, and cannabis were the most commonly used
drugs 80.5, 79.2, and 75.2%, respectively (see Table 1 for
sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of the participants). The current study is a secondary analysis of a
former study on self-stigma of substance use disorders
[33]. The board of research ethics of Faculty of Nursing,
University of Alexandria, approved the study, and participants provided a written informed consent prior to data
collection.
Instruments
The depression anxiety stress scale–21 (DASS–21)

The DASS-21 has 21 items in 3 subscales of 7 items
each. They ask about depressive symptoms (e.g., feeling
down-hearted and blue), anxiety symptoms (e.g., feeling
close to panic), and general stress symptoms (e.g., having
a tendency to over-react to situations). Response options
are on a 4-point scale (0 = did not apply to me at all and
3 = applied to me most of the time). Higher scores indicate more psychological distress [34].
The self-stigma in alcohol dependence scale (SSAD)

The SSAD uses 5-point Likert-type responses. It has
four subscales of 16 items each. It measures four aspects
of stigma: awareness of public stereotypes, stereotype
agreement, stereotype self-occurrence, and drug-related
shame [31]. This scale was translated into Arabic and
modified by substituting “substance dependence” for “alcohol dependence” since participants used alcohol and
other drugs. Estimates of internal consistency for the
translated version were adequate (coefficient alpha =
0.81, 0.86, 0.83, and 0.84 for the four subscales). These
indices of stigma were used for validation testing. All
questionnaires were self-administered.
Statistical analyses

Data from the DASS-21 were analyzed in 2 stages. First,
to check if the data fit the 3-factor structure of the
DASS-21 set by Lovibond and Lovibond (1995), items’
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Table 1 Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics (n = 149)
Characteristic

n (%)

Age
≤ 30 years

72 (48.3)

31–40 years

61 (40.9)

> 40 years

16 (10.7)

Mean (SD) in years

32.5 (6.8)

Gender
Males

142 (95.3)

Females

7 (4.7)

Marital status
Single

74 (49.7)

Married

55 (36.9)

Others

20 (13.4)

Education
High school or less

114 (76.5)

Above high school

35 (23.5)

Employment
Employed

110 (73.8)

Unemployed

39 (26.2)

Income (n = 148)a
Enough

104 (69.8)

Not enough

44 (29.5)

Lifetime substance useb

loadings of the DASS-21 were examined after exploratory factor analysis (EFA), retaining the number of
factors with an eigenvalue greater than one. Then, a set
of EFA was conducted using maximum-likelihood extraction and direct oblimin rotation with Kaiser
normalization. The number of factors was set to 4, 3,
and 2. The χ2 and df values were obtained from Bartlett’s
test of sphericity and also from the Goodness-of-Fit test,
and they were used to compute the normed fit index
(NFI), the comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis
index (TLI) (all should be > 0.95), and the root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA, which should
be < 0.08) [35]. Parallel analysis — principal components
analysis with raw data permutation — [36] was performed to determine the number of components to extract. In the second stage, items 2, 6, 14, and 18 were
removed because their factor loadings were less than 0.4
[37] and then ran EFA and parallel analysis.
For the full DASS-21 and the modified version (DASS17), reliability indices were computed: alpha coefficients,
corrected item-total correlations, and the values of alpha
if an item was deleted. As for validation tests, correlations between the SSAD subscale scores and the DASS21 and DASS-17 scores were computed to test the hypotheses described above. The data were analyzed with
SPSS version 22.

Results

Cannabis

112 (75.2)

Factor analysis

Bango

40 (26.8)

Heroin

120 (80.5)

Synthetic drugs

118 (79.2)

In the initial EFA of the DASS-21, 5 factors had eigenvalues greater than 1 (6.48, 1.65, 1.41, 1.26, and 1.12).
The scree plot had a rather distinct “elbow” at the second factor (Fig. 1). Table 2 shows loadings for both the
3-factor and 1-factor solutions. In the 3-factor model, almost all items had their highest loadings on the first factor. The only exceptions were items 2 and 3, which
cross-loaded on the third and second factors, respectively. In the 1-factor model, similar to the 3-factor
model, items 2, 6, 14, and 18 had the lowest loadings (all
below 0.4) and the lowest communalities (0.196, 0.133,
0.108, and 0.145). The model fit indices indicated failure
of the DASS-21 items to load on 4, 3, or 2 factors—the
NFI, in particular, was substantially low: 0.84, 0.80, and
0.75 for 4, 3, and 2 factors, respectively (Table 3).
In the parallel analysis (Table 4), only 1 component
had an eigenvalue that was above the 95th percentile of
eigenvalues of 1000 random datasets of the same dimension. The eigenvalue of that component was 6.48, which
is equal to the eigenvalue of the first factor extracted in
the initial EFA, which explained 30.9% of the common
variance.
As shown in Table 2, factor analysis after removal of
the four items with low loadings resulted in acceptable
loadings of the 17 remaining items on one factor. That

Alcohol

62 (41.6)

Others

31 (20.8)

Chronicity
≤ 10 years

50 (33.6)

20 years –

75 (50.3)

≥ 30 years

24 (16.1)

Mean (SD) in years

14.4 (7.1)

History of mental illness (n = 147)
Yes

100 (67.1)

No

47 (31.5)

Hospital stay

a
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≤ 15 days

39 (26.2)

16–30 days

73 (49.0)

> 30 days

37 (24.8)

Income was subjectively assessed by rating it as either enough or not
enough. bParticipants used several substances concurrently
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Fig. 1 Scree plot of eigenvalues from un-rotated EFA of the DASS-21

one factor explained 34.9% of the variance. Similarly,
parallel analysis indicated that only one factor should be
retained (the right-hand side of Table 4).
Reliability and validation tests

Reliability reflects the accuracy, precision, and consistency of
a test score. Coefficient alpha is the most popular reliability
coefficient. Though alpha of 0.70 can be considered reliable,
the higher its value the more reliable the scale is [38]. Coefficient alpha was almost the same in the DASS-17 and the
DASS-21 (0.881, and 0.883, respectively). Removal of any
item from the DASS-17 would reduce its reliability (Table 5).
For the DASS-17, the mean of inter-item correlations was
slightly higher (0.283) than for the original scale (0.249).
As hypothesized, for stereotype awareness and stereotype agreement the correlations with DASS scores were
all weak: from − 0.007 to 0.172 (Table 5). Also as hypothesized, for stereotype self-occurrence and for shame
the correlations with DASS scores were all positive, and
they were moderately strong: from 0.417 to 0.495 (Table
5). All four SSAD subscale scores correlated more
strongly with DASS-17 scores than with DASS-21
scores.

Discussion
A 17-item version of the DASS performed better than
the 21-item version, and this DASS-17 provided a unidimensional index of overall psychological distress. Other
studies have reported a 3-factor structure of the DASS-

21 [15, 22, 23, 39–41]. However, in at least one study,
items were forced to load in a manner that served the
original structure of Lovibond and Lovibond (1995): for
the Malay DASS-21, Nur Azma et al. (2014) developed
four CFA models, although all had low fit indices. Some
studies relied mainly on the criterion of an eigenvalue
above 1 to decide how many factors to retain [39, 41],
which can overestimate the number of factors that
should be retained [36]. Further, in six studies, several
items (up to 11 items) had cross-loadings i.e., loaded on
more than one factor [13, 17, 25, 39–41] while some
items had low loadings (below 0.3) [13, 39, 41], which
can indicate model-to-data misfit i.e., a considerable
number of items of the scale do not differentiate between its three main constructs.
High correlations among the DASS-21 factors have
been reported in different age and ethnic groups [13, 15,
22, 28, 41]. In the study by Norton [15] those correlations were extremely high (r’s = .920–.974), which casts
great doubt on the 3-factor structure of the DASS-21.
Moreover, other studies indicated that the DASS-21 has
a “bifactor” structure: a general factor of overall psychological distress and 3 specific factors of depression, anxiety, and stress [18, 42, 43]. The presence of a general
factor resulted in a better fit and is consistent with the
high correlations among depression, anxiety, and stress
[13, 42, 43]. In some instances, that general factor
“accounted for the greatest proportion of common variance in the DASS-21 item scores” [13, 18].
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Table 2 Results of exploratory factor analysis of the DASS-21 and the DASS-17 (extraction by maximum likelihood)
Item
number

Loadings of 3-factors solutiona
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

1

.535

−.046

2

.312

3

.454

4
5

Loadings of 1-factor
solution, DASS-21

Loadings of 1-factor
solution, DASS-17

−.057

.531

.528

−.182

.307

.317

.580

−.207

.439

.447

.624

.037

.155

.639

.626

.505

.164

.228

.525

.510

6

.351

.090

.245

.363

7

.452

−.346

.255

.452

8

.461

.078

−.139

.456

.440

9

.501

−.265

.093

.494

.491

10

.606

.260

.057

.614

.617

11

.508

.018

.359

.529

.503

12

.616

−.029

.286

.632

.624

13

.619

.173

−.035

.623

.640

14

.312

−.004

.200

.320

15

.540

−.153

.087

.539

.540

16

.508

.242

.065

.515

.524

17

.608

.144

−.187

.598

.614

18

.364

−.042

.126

.368

19

.559

−.156

−.037

.554

.546

.429

20

.656

−.400

−.362

.583

.590

21

.733

.065

−.170

.710

.706

DASS Depression Anxiety Stress Scale, aOblimin rotation with Kaiser normalization. After that oblique rotation, the correlations among the three factors were as
follows: r(F1,F2) = −0.31, r(F1,F3) = −0.28, and r(F2,F3) = 0.56

Taken together, the previous reports of a bifactor
structure of the DASS-21, of high inter-factor correlations, and of item cross-loadings all support the
plausibility of a 1-factor solution, which was obtained
for the DASS-17 in this study. Results of parallel
analysis after removal of four items with low loadings
and communalities (items 2, 6, 14, and 18), indicated
that the DASS-17 was unidimensional (Table 4). This
is consistent with the previous finding that items 2
and 18 had very low item-discrimination indices (<
0.2) [26].
In agreement with our results, the DASS-21 was unidimensional in Latino college students near the USMexico border [24], nursing students in Brunei [13], and
in Australian adolescents [44]. Symptoms of depression,
anxiety, and anger are strongly linked and may be not

easy for young people to distinguish [44]. Similarly in
adults, Tran et al. (2013) found that all items of the Vietnamese DASS-21 (except item 18) loaded on one factor,
and they concluded that the DASS-21 was useful only
for identifying people who had both symptoms of depression and anxiety. Similar findings were reported
from a study of a non-clinical population of adults in the
United States [45]. The Turkish version of the DASS-21
could be used to differentiate people with depressive disorder and anxiety disorders from healthy controls, but
not to differentiate patients with a diagnosis of major depression from patients with anxiety disorders [27].
Therefore, the DASS-21 can be used to assess the severity and frequency of negative emotional states, but not
to measure, separately, the severity of depression or of
anxiety.

Table 3 Partial confirmatory factor analysis for the DASS-21
Factors

Null χ2

Null df

Implied χ2

Implied df

NFI

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

Two

973.5

210

247.6

169

0.75

0.90

0.87

0.06

Three

973.5

210

199.1

150

0.80

0.94

0.91

0.05

Four

973.5

210

155.2

132

0.84

0.97

0.95

0.03

Null χ2 and null df come from Bartlett’s test of sphericity, implied χ2 and implied df come from the Goodness-of-Fit test. NFI Normed fit index, CFI Comparative fit
index, TLI Tucker-Lewis index, RMSEA Root mean square error of approximation
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Table 4 Parallel analysis (principle components analysis with the method of raw data permutation) of the DASS-21 and the DASS-17
Eigen-value
(ordinal)

DASS-21
Eigenvalue from data

Mean of eigenvalues
from parallel analysis

Upper 95th percentile
of eigenvalues from
parallel analysis

Eigenvalue
from data

DASS-17
Mean of eigenvalues
from parallel analysis

Upper 95th percentile
of eigenvalues from
parallel analysis

1

6.481885

1.749607

1.885814

5.936713

1.641377

1.773705

2

1.649158

1.605690

1.698623

1.488974

1.501426

1.593724

3

1.410058

1.500823

1.583175

1.216837

1.399425

1.473555

4

1.260653

1.413044

1.485973

1.059093

1.313195

1.378735

5

1.119023

1.335737

1.403358

.899059

1.231813

1.295945

6

.992901

1.262905

1.323083

.816808

1.161452

1.221044

7

.833116

1.196825

1.249184

.790260

1.091419

1.146133

8

.809966

1.131749

1.181814

.672332

1.030028

1.083310

9

.777705

1.071375

1.121637

.650681

.968717

1.019322

10

.700479

1.013694

1.062786

.554570

.909520

.956514

11

.638598

.958786

1.007664

.525140

.851179

.896220

12

.619486

.905441

.953616

.486496

.796644

.845344

13

.576101

.853279

.899062

.440222

.738543

.789120

14

.514772

.802496

.846184

.422979

.682736

.733027

15

.471494

.751827

.796540

.379766

.627046

.679819

16

.449180

.703096

.748118

.377949

.564222

.618043

17

.405748

.653701

.700077

.282120

.491258

.551740

18

.362971

.604337

.652196

19

.339571

.552494

.599426

20

.313168

.497956

.547386

21

.273967

.435139

.491612

DASS Depression Anxiety Stress Scale

Table 5 Means, standard deviations, internal-consistency
reliability, and correlations of the DASS-21 and DASS-17 scores
with stigma variables
Variables

DASS-21

DASS-17

Mean (SD)

26.7 (12.5)

21.6 (11)

Range of item-total correlations

0.304–0.661

0.400–0.695

Mean inter-item correlation

0.249

0.283

Range of α if item deleted

0.876–0.885

0.869–0.880

Coefficient α

0.883

0.881

Stereotype awareness

−.007

.125

Stereotype agreement

.143

.172*

Correlations with SSAD subscales

Stereotype self-occurrence

**

.417

.495**

Shame

.462**

.465**

DASS Depression Anxiety Stress Scale, SSAD Self-stigma of Alcohol
Dependence Scale, *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .000

Although deleting items from a scale can be associated
with reduction of reliability, removal of four items in the
current study decreased the value of coefficient alpha
only from 0.883 to 0.881, which is considered very trivial
indicating that deleted items did not really contribute to
reliability of the scale. Despite the slightly lower alpha
value, the DASS-17 might even perform better than the
DASS-21 given the improvement of item-total correlations and inter-item correlation reported in Table 5—
suggesting better convergent validity of the DASS-17.
On the other side, the DASS scores correlated as hypothesized with drug-related stigma (Table 5), and
stigma is strongly associated with both depression and
anxiety [31]. Some drug users also have other common
risk factors for both depression and anxiety: unemployment, dysfunctional relations, poor family and support
networks, serious infections, financial difficulties, incarceration, and homelessness [8, 46–48]. In addition, depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorders are
highly co-morbid in this group [49]. Thus it would not
be at all surprising for symptoms of depression and anxiety to be strongly interwoven in this study’s participants, which might account for the unidimensionality in
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the present study. This argument is supported by findings of a former report, which indicated that scores of
the total DASS-21 could predict depressive disorders
among people with substance use disorders at sensitivity
and specificity levels of 78–89% and 71–76%, respectively [19]. This could well be what has been called “common mental disorders of depression and anxiety” [5] or
“anxious-depression symptomatology” [24], which were
described in former studies that assessed the validity of
this scale. In final, the short form of the Arabic DASS
scale may not differentiate between anxiety and depression disorders (at least among people with substance use
disorders) as it was intended to do; however, it might be
a suitable measure of negative emotions that overlap between anxiety and depression.

Conclusion
Even though the DASS-21 has been reported to successfully measure three different latent variables in some
groups, the Arabic DASS-21 was unidimensional in the
present context. Also, removing four items with poor
loadings resulted in a unidimensional 17-item scale of
overall psychological distress. DASS-17 scores were as
reliable as the DASS-21 scores. Both the DASS-21 and
DASS-17 performed as hypothesized on validation tests
using the SSAD subscales. On the convergent-validation
tests, correlations between the DASS-17 and stigma aspects (stereotype agreement, self-occurrence, and shame)
were better than those of the DASS-21.
Because the participants were a convenience sample
from a public hospital and were mainly men who used
multiple drugs, they may not be representative of all
Egyptian drug users. Further validation testing and studies in other populations would certainly be useful.
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